
To detach the parts from the board, press the anchor point with your thumb. 

Always push with your thumb on the engraved side of the board, so the piece falls under the board.

You can easily locate the anchors points by looking at the back of the board.

Use PVA glue diluted with a li�le water. (3 parts adhesive,  1 part of water).

Use a small file to remove the anchor points’ residues. You can also use a modeler’s knife (handle it carefully to prevent injury).

Use a small brush to spread the diluted glue.T
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Floors 

Glue part [1B] onto [1A].

It is important that the edges are perfectly aligned.

This assemblage corresponds to the models

[1-2-3-4-5-6-7] which form the floors.

This assembage corresponds to models [8-9-10-11].

Glue part [9B] on to part [9A]

The male end is always to the right of the model.

Glue part [9C] as to form a wall.

This assembly guide will guide you through the modular dungeon kits.

Each assemblage will indicate to which parts it corresponds since it will serve for several parts.

You will find these parts on several Kits.

Walls

This assemblage corresponds to the

models [13-14-15-16-21].

Glue part [13B] on to part [13A].

Glue the two parts [13C]

on each side of the previous

assemblage to form the hallway.

To have straight walls,

use the 2.6 X 2.6 cm tool

Glue parts [17E and 17F]

on the outside of the corner.

Glue the parts [17C and 17D]

in the inner corner.

This assemblage corresponds to the model [12].

Glue part [12B] onto part [12A].

Glue the parts [12C, 12D] together

and on the previous assembly.

The engraving faces towards the inside.

Corridors Angle

This assemblage corresponds to models [17 and 18].

The engraved side goes inside the corridor.

Glue part [17B] to part [17A].



This assembly corresponds to models [22 and 23].

Glue part [22B] on to part [22A].

Glue parts [22D] and [22C] together and

over the floor, engraving facing the floor.

Door

This assembly corresponds to models [19 and 20].

Glue part [19B] on to part [19A].
Glue both parts [19E] against each other,

the engravings outwards; insert it on the previous assembly.

Glue parts [19F] on each side of

the slab as to form the corridor.

Cardboard

Glue part [19H] on the flat side of the door. Insert part [19C] into part [19E]. It is best

to posi"on this part a#er adding the cardboard,

so that it can be properly centered over the door.

Glue parts [19I] on each side of the door.

You can glue the door opened or closed based on your needs.


